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[HH71b]. Danois [Let70]. dans [LT78, Mar74, TLC76]. dark [Pet79].
d’Artemia [TM79]. Data [CP72, Hol72, Iba72, De 74]. day [RWHW74].
Daylight [Hej78]. Decapoda [OKN73]. decay [AC75]. December [Tie76].
definition [BDC78, BDC78]. degree [Pla76]. Delayed [Ric71]. Demand
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[Smi72]. Diel [Sim71]. diet [Cap77, Chr76]. Dietrich [Lee74]. Diets
[For72]. Different [Cus71a, RG70, CS78, HH76a, Lov74]. Différentes [RG70].
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Haddock [HH71b, HH72, CL78, Jon74, Jon78, LR76]. Hake [BBvE71, CS74].
Harengus [MT70, WBP72, BMP73, Cor74]. Hatchery
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[Har70]. Saury [Har70], Scale [Jon72], scales [Fro78]. Scallop [Dic76, DLMS78, JW73, Jon73]. Saury [Har70], Scale [Jon72], school [DVB77]. schooling [Cla74]. Science [Gul71b], Scientific [Ste74a], Scomber [Pos72]. Scomberesox [Har70], Scombrus [Pos72], Scophthalmus [Las79]. Scotia [Pla71]. Scotland [Smi72]. Scottish [Fra70, WW77], screening [PH74]. Sea [CS72, Com74, GW72, GJ72, Leb72, SS71, Chr76, Dow77b, Dow78, GJ74b, Hea75, Høj78, Jer77, Mor73, NN73, PSLC76, RW74, Sze74, SS74, TLC76, WJA78, Boe71, BH74, Cor74, Doo74, Dow72, Du 77, HH71a, HH74b, HM76, Iba72, Ile71b, JAWS79, Las72, Las79, LH74, Pos72, Sni72, Sor72, Tal77a, WBP72, WBH77, dV76]. sea-surface [Dow78, SSS74]. Seabed [RR72, Dic76]. Seasonal [BMPC73, Com74, Rea72, Loc74b]. Seaward [LMF78]. Seawater [Mor70, TL72, LT78, Mar74]. Section [WBP72]. sector [Dic76, DLMS78, JW73, Jon73], sector-scanning [Dic76]. Sedimentation [Thr70b, Tan76], sediments [PH74, TB75]. seed [Mک76]. sei [Loc74e]. Seine [HH71b]. Selection [BBvE71, Kim78]. Selective [JAWS79]. Sélectivité [RG70]. Selectivity [EZKS70, RG70, Ste75b]. semiquantitative [PH74]. sensibilité [Sar73]. Sensitive [GJ72]. sensitivity [SH79]. Separation [WBP72]. Sergestes [OKN73]. seule [TM78]. sexes [San77]. Sexual [Loc72]. Shallow [Thr70a], shape [Har75]. shark [Jon73]. shoaling [CS74, Mu77]. Shore [WD72]. Short [HH71a]. shrimp [BD74]. shrimp-trawl [BD74]. shrimps [Mau77]. side [DLMS78], side-scan [DLMS78]. Sightings [BBJ71]. Significance [Wes72]. Silicon [BLV70, Bur70]. Simple [Paa71, RW74]. Simulation [BDC78, HH74a, BDC78]. single [TM78]. Size [Wie72, Bow74, Du 75, Kir74]. size/weight [Du 75]. Skagerak [LH74]. Skeletal [GW70, Wa71, WBP72]. Skipjack [dCR71]. Skylab [SST77]. Small [CS72, SS71, Thr70b, Loc74a, WM78]. smolts [LMF78], soak [Mun74]. Sole [Bro71, dV76]. Solea [Bro71, dV76], solubility [PSLC76]. solution [Mes77]. Some [For72, vB71, Loc76, dV76]. sonar [CS73a, Di76, DLMS78, JWA73, Jon73, Sni78]. Sonic [Dic72]. Sorting [NW78, Dar74, Kir74, Lin73]. Sources [Ull77]. South [PR77, CS74, Hen74]. Southampton [BLV70]. Southern [Bur70, Loc72, JAWS79, Loc74e, SS74, Boc71, Sis74, Tal77a], southwest [GMD77]. sp [TM79]. sp. [TM79]. space [Sze74]. spat [LM74, WS74, WM78]. spatfall [Das74]. Spawning [Sim71, HH76b]. Species [HRH71, Leb72, Dow77a, Eng76, Hol75b, Loc76]. species-area [Eng76]. Specific [Dow72]. spectrophotometric [MS76]. speed [HA71, Jon73]. spp [Van74]. Sprat [Sim71]. Squilla [BDC78]. St [MT70]. St. [Pla71], stability [Gul77, Lov74]. Stage [Ile71b]. stages [NL78]. Starvation [Wal71], state [Cus78]. status [OKN73], Stereoscan [Bla75]. Steuer [Dar77, GMD77]. stimulation [Ste77]. Stock [Cus71a, GJ74a, WBP72, Cor74, CH76, DC79, De 74, Har75]. stock-recruitment [DC79]. stocks [Gul77, Pla76]. stomachs [Jon74].
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